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ABSTRACT
Study was conducted in the apiary of Sakha Agricultural Research Station,

Kafr EI-Sheikh, The Arab Republic of E~ypt during two dearth periods, the first period
elapsed from March 7th until April 25 ,2002, the second one from September 20th

,

2002 to January 18th
, 2003. Results indicated significant differences between the

mean broad areas in the colonies fed on diet (C) and the other diets except with diet.
It could be arranged means of brood areas in the following descending order, (C) >
B» (A) (814) in the first period. In the second one, statistical analysis revealed
significant differences between the mean brood areas in the colonies fed on diet (C)
and the other diets. At the sample period, the mean value of sealed brood area
(192.9Iin2

) in colonies fed on diet (A) was least comparing with the other diets. It
could be noticed that measurements of sealed brood area in the first period were
higher than those in the second one. On the other hand, increase of brood production
in colonies fed on diet (C), (B) and (A) comparing with control were 36.64.25.99 and
18.83% in the first period while in the second one, they were 66.35, 31.42 an 18.42%
in colonies fed on the same diets, respectively. It could be concluded that beekeepers
can use diet (C) as pollen substitute during two dearth periods of flowering plants in
Kafr EI-Sheikh region to build up brood areas of colonies before main nectar flow of
clover.

INTRODUCTION

Pollen is a principal source of non-liquid food, it contain most of the
essential nutrients for production of royal jelly, which nourishes the larval
queen and young workers larvae (Walter, 1980).

Pollen grains are the main source of protein, fat, vitamins and
minerals. The protein content of pollen ranges from 7-40% (Johanson &
Johanson, 1977 and Dietz, 1979) During dearth periods and when pollen
grains are not available or in short supply, it is of advantage to provide
essential nutrients in the form of pollen substitutes or supplements (Taber and
Poole, 1974). Then, any appropriate protein source is satisfactory for growth
of emerging bee and development of their hypopharyngeal glands (Haydac
and Dietz, 1965). There are several investigators formulated number of pollen
substitutes as it helps much in maintaining colonies with sufficient brood area
during the whole season, i.e., Mohanna, 1977; Herbert, 1981; Imdrof et a/.,
1988; Abd EI-Aziz, 1992; Awad, 1998. Mladenovic et a/., 1999 and
Mohammad, (2002).

The present investigation aimed to evaluate some pollen substitutes
to help the beekeepers to solve the problem of short supply or low pollen
availability during dearth periods of flowering plants at Kafr EI-Sheikh region.














